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70000 employees across the globe
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The Edge is big. Core -> edge -> endpoints
SanDisk, HGST, Tegile acquisitions
13,800+ active patents worldwide
Leadership in 3D NAND Flash
- 3D NAND technology across consumer, OEM, and enterprise products
- World’s first 96-layer 3D NAND technology
- Development of highest capacity, 1.33Tb die on 96-layer QLC
Fueling the Next Decade of Big Data
HDDs continue to play a key role in the future of data storage
MAMR - Broad scope of investments and IP in energy-assuisted recording
Shingled Recording - mature shingled recording head / media technology and
firmware base
Helium - 5th generation Helium sealed drive technology, more than 30M Helium
HDDs shipped
*Luca Fasoli
“Delivering the right technology at the right time at the right cost”
Technology Leadership in HDD and Flash
Vertical innovation from Silicon to Systems
Manufacturing Scale with Operational Agility
Powerful Joint Venture Advantage in Flash
“Charge Trap” device - invented several decades ago

Yokkaichi - one interconnected Mega Fab
Complex - size of around 9 football stadiums
*Clint Ludeman
The Universe of data is expanding rapidly
Past few decades - what took 250,000 years to compute, in the next few years takes
1 day to compute
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Ho wWill the DC Evolve?
Scale
Storage represents 37% of total IT infrastructure spend
Rise of IaaS
Images transition to Videos
Hybrid
- expanding mis of cloud, multi-cloud, on-premises architectures
- 90% of orgs will adopt hybrid mgmt capabilities
Customisation
- AI / ML, compute intensive, and cold storage workloads drive diverse architectures
Ride-sharing App example
- millions of users
-- location services dispatch, payment - MySQL DB, low latency (NVMe SSD)
-- analytics batch processing, object storage
-- Machine learning to predict trip, pricing - Apache Cassandra NoSQL, Capacity
HDD and Caching SSD
- Billions of trips
Workloads Demand Purpose-built HDDs and SSDs

“NVMe will be the de-facto interface due to scalability (multiple lanes) and lowest
latency benefits”

Vertically Integrated NVMe SSD Architectures
Vertically integrated - NAND to controller
- manufacturing stability for high-volume, quality shipments
- Agile node transition 64/96L snd beyond
OEM, ODM, Edge and Hyperscale cloud qualifications
Worldwide R&D, Engineering, and QA teams

SMR enables DC efficiency
- higher capacity per slot
- Power/TB
Purpose-built for public cloud, object storage, archive and surveillance applications

16TB energy-assisted HDDs currently sampling with customers
Currently on track with all technology milestones with respect to Spin Torque
Oscillator (STO) and ramp to 20TB+
*Naryan Venkat

Portfolio
Platforms - Ultrastar (Flash and HDD Platforms)
Composable Infrastructure - OpenFlex
Cloud - ActiveScale
Primary - IntelliFlash
IntelliFlash Portfolio
Entry - T-Series
Highest Density - HD
N-Series 5200 and 5800
FE protocol - Block (FC, iSCSI), NFS and SMB3
Multi-protocol in the same array, but not in the same volume

https://www.westerndigital.com/products/storage-systems/intelliflash-nvme-all-flasharrays
Metadata acceleration
Automated data placement
End-to-end data integrity
Encryption
Snapshots and clones
Inline deduplication and compaction
Inline compression
Asynchronous replication
Multi-protocol data access
Multi-parity RAID
Storage Pooling
Thin Proviisonoing
Asset tracking and reporting
Per-VM Monitoring
Preventative Maintenance
Predictive Analytics
*Shailendra Tripathi
The Future of the DC - N-Series System Architecture
Key Objectives
- high perfromance for every enterprise workloads
- flexible access choices
- build on “volume” driven innovations

I/O
Log - lowest latency tier
Metadata - Dedicated SSD region

Persistence - Sequential writes
Hot Data - Dynamic caching
Coalesced sequential writes - his levels of endurance
Localised high-churn writes - limited device level GC
Use of NVDIMM / RAM for new / hot data - lowest-latency tier
Extending to NVMe Device Capabilities
Device capacity management - dynamic over-provisionsing of SSDs
Background operations - managed device-level Garbage collection
VM / LUN performance needs - customised IO profile with VM / LUN specific hints
for prioritised IO processing
Predictable latency optimal efficiency of Raw NAND in SSDs application-specific
SLAs

*Scott Hamilton
Increasingly dynamic workloads
45% of compute hours and storage capacity are utilised
70% report inefficiencies in the time required to provision compute and storage
resources
Greater demands on
- scalability
- efficiency
- agility
- performance
Path to Composability
Converged
- preconfigured HW / SW for a specific application and workload
Hyper-Converged
- software-defined with deeper levels of abstraction and automation
Composable
- disaggregated compute and storage resources
- shared pool of resources that can be composed and made available on demand
Enabling composable infrastructure

- no physical systems - only composed systems
- no established hierarchy - CPU doesn’t own the GPU or the memory
- All elements are peers on the network and they communicate with each other
Delivering real-time resource allocation

Composable Infrastructure Vision
Open - open in both form factor and API for management and orchestration of
composable resources
Scalable - independent performance and capacity scaling from rack-level to multirack
Disaggregated - true disaggregation of storage and compute for independent scaling
to maximise efficiency, agility snd to reduce TCO
Extensible - flash, disk and future compassable entities can be independently scaled,
managed and shared over the same fabric
Western Digital’s Open Composability API
Designed for DC composability
- Logical composability of resources abstracted from the underlying physical
hardware
- discovers, assembles, and composes self-virtualised resources via peer-to-peer
communication
Enables virtual system composition existing HCI and Next-generation SCI
environments
- future proofs the transition from hyper-converged to disaggregated architectures
- complements existing Redfish / Swordfish usage
https://www.westerndigital.com/products/storage-platforms/openflex-composableinfrastructure
OpenFlex Compassable Infrastructure
OpenFlex F3000 (Fabric device and enclosure)
OpenFlex D3000 - high capacity for big data
F3000 and E3000
- Dual-port, high-performance, low-latency, fabric-attached SSD
- 3U enclosure with 10 dual-port slots offering up to 614TB
- Self-virtualised device with up to 256 namespaces for dynamic provisioning
- Multiple storage tiers over the same wire - Flash and Disk accessed via NVMf

D3000
- Dual-port fabric-attached high-capacity device to balance cost and capacity
- 1U network addressable device offering up to 168TB
- Self-virtualised device with up to 256 namespaces for dynamic provisioning
- Multiple storage tiers over the same wire - Flash and Disk accessed via NVMf
Open - firm commitment to an open standards-based approach
Ecosystem - strategic position in the ecosystem to help accelerate market adoption
Vertical innovation - vertical innovation for timely productisation of technology
Trust - trusted leader in DC products, technologies and infrastructure

